



















































































































































































































































































　Death and Resurection – Sport in Russian Contemporary Art
●要約
　The history of sport is intrinsically bound up with the history of art; paintings and statues of athletes appeared in ancient Greece 
and Egypt. In the Soviet Union, sports culture was remarkably developed, and Soviet artists were highly interested in sport. The 
communist state disintegrated in 1991. How are Russian artists tackling this theme in post-Soviet society? This paper analyzes 
two Russian artists’ works that were displayed as collateral events in the Venice Biennale 2015: Grisha Bruskin’s “Archeologist’s
Collection” and AES+F’s “Inverso Mundus.” In these works, sports culture is connected with sterile repetition and death, while 
the athletes portrayed have a mysterious potential energy. These artists critique the modern sports system and draw attention to the 
archaic understanding of athletes.
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